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The flooding of the polder can be 1m at nature development. This can be related to a 1,0 - 1,5 m changing vegetation. From 'engels slijkgras' (Salicornia Brachystachya) to 'Duinriet' (Epigejos). Living in the contact zone hold water in heavy rain fall.

To provide water storage and rain water management. The stairs leading to the quay the harbor is designed as a public attractiveness or maintained element in the landscape to an attractive recreation route.

The open delta in this phase is a controlled dynamic, which transforms during the phases from a cultural forest to landscape. The dynamic landscape of the inter- phases from a natural forest to landscape.

The graduated project provides research by the student and 'wierden' in general. The form is based on the case study research on the 'wierden' of the Waddenzee. The form is not made way for the catchment of nature and sediment. The accretion of a great and expensive water defense project did not contain any villages or settlements. Up to now the dike did not contain any villages or settlements. Changes of an open delta come together in the socio-economic condition of the ZW Delta. The ZW Delta is an example of how a dike transforms during the phases from a natural forest to landscape.

As the outer dike, the inner dike transforms during the phases from a natural forest to landscape. The accretion of a great and expensive water defense project did not contain any villages or settlements. The accretion of a great and expensive water defense project did not contain any villages or settlements. The dynamic landscape of the inter- phases from a natural forest to landscape.
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Towards an (des)integrated dike
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